Affine structure on Lie groups and Lie algebras
The Lie group Af f (R n ) is the group of affine transformations of R n . It is constituted of matrices A b 0 1 with A ∈ GL(n, R), b ∈ R n . It acts on the real affine space R n by
where (v, 1) t ∈ R n . Its Lie algebra, noted Af f (R n ), is the linear algebra Af f (R n ) = A b 0 1 ; A ∈ gl(n, R), b ∈ R n Definition 1.1 An affine structure on a Lie algebra g is a morphism
of Lie algebras.
Remark. Let us consider an affine representation of a Lie group G, that is an homomorphism ϕ : G→Af f (R n ). For every g ∈ G , ϕ(g) is an affine transformation on the affine space R n . This representation induces an affine structure on the Lie algebra g of G. 
which is equivalent to Ψ (and equal if b = Id).
Definition 1.2 An affine structure on g is called complete if the endomorphism
is bijective for every X ∈ A(g).
This is equivalent to one of the following properties . a)
is nilpotent for all X ∈ A(g) b) tr(R X ) = 0 for all X ∈ A(g). Remarks 1. In [G.R] we have given examples of non complete affine structures on some nilpotent Lie algebras of maximal class. In particular, on the 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra H 3 the following affine structure associated to the represen-
is non complete. 2. The complete affine structure on g corresponds to the simply-transitive affine action of the connected corresponding Lie group G.
2 Affine structure on abelian Lie algebras 1. Let g be an real abelian Lie algebra. If g is provided with an affine structure then the left symmetric algebra A(g) is a commutative and associative real algebra. In fact we have
and A(g) is associative. Let Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 be two affine structures on g. They are affinely equivalent if and only if the corresponding commutative and associative algebras are isomorphic. Then the classification of affine structures on abelian Lie algebras corresponds to the classification of commutative and associative (unitary or not) algebras. If the affine structure is complete, the endomorphisms R X are nilpotent. As A(g) is commutative, then A(g) is a nilpotent associative commutative algebra. The classification of complete affine structures on abelian Lie algebras corresponds to the classification of nilpotent associative algebras. In this field, we can cite the works of Gabriel [Ga] , Mazzola [M] who study the varieties of unitary associative complex laws and give the classification for the dimension less than 5, and the works of Makhlouf or Cibils who study the deformations of these laws and propose classifications for nilpotent associative complex algebras [Ma] .
3 Rigid affine structures
Definition
Let us consider a fixed basis {e 1 , ..., e n } of the vector space R
n . An associative law on R n is given by a bilinear mapping
Moreover if µ is commutative, we have
Then the set of associative laws on R n is identified to the algebraic real embedded set in R n 3 , defined by the polynomial equations (1) and (2). We note this set A c (n). The law µ is unitary if it exists e ∈ R n such that µ(e, x) = x. The set of unitary law of A c (n) is a subset noted A c 1 (n). The linear group GL(n, R) acts on A c (n) :
f (e j )). We note by θ(µ) the orbit of µ related to this action. It is isomorphic to the homogeneous space GL(n,R) Gµ
Let µ be a real associative algebra and let us note by µ C the corresponding complex associative algebra. If µ is rigid in A c (n) then or µ C is rigid in the scheme Ass n of complex associative law, or µ C admits a deformation µ C which is never the complexification of a real associative algebra. This topological approach of the variety of associative algebras permits to introduce a notion of rigidity on the affine structure.
Definition 3.2 An affine structure Ψ on an abelian Lie algebra g is called rigid if the corresponding associative algebra
A(g) is rigid in A c (n).
Cohomological approach
It is well known that a sufficient condition for an associative algebra a to be rigid in A(n) is H 2 (a, a) =0 where H * (a, a) is the Hochschild cohomology of a. Suppose that a is commutative. If µ is the bilinear mapping defining the product of a, then a is rigid if every deformation µ t = µ + t i ϕ i of µ is isomorphic to µ. The commutativity of µ permits to assume that every ϕ i is a symmetric biliear mapping.Then considering only the symmetric cochains ϕ, we can define the commutative Harrison cohomology of µ by putting :
We can note that for every f ∈ End(R 3 ) the coboundary
s (µ,µ) = {0} then the a corresponding affine structure on R 3 is a rigid structure.
4 Affine structures on the 2-dimensional abelian Lie algebra
Classification of commutative associative real algebras
• Suppose that the algebra A is commutative and unitary. Then its law is isomorphic to    µ 1 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 µ 1 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 µ 1 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 ;    µ 2 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 µ 2 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 µ 2 (e 2 , e 2 ) = 0 ;    µ 3 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 µ 3 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 µ 3 (e 2 , e 2 ) = −e 1
• Suppose that A is nilpotent (and not unitary). The law is isomorphic to µ 4 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 ; µ 5 = 0
• Suppose that A is non nilpotent and non unitary. Then its law is isomorphic to µ 6 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 (in this list, the non defined products are given by the commutativity or are equal to zero).
Description of the affine structures
Proposition 4.1 There exists 6 non affinetly equivalent affine structures on the 2-abelian Lie algebra.
In the following tableau we give the affine structure on the 2-dimensional Lie algebra, the corresponding action and precise the completude or not of these structures.
affine structure affine action complete
On the group of affine transformations
To each affine structure A i corresponds a flat affine connection without torsion ∇ i on the abelian Lie group G.
The set of all affine transformations of (G, ∇ i ) is a Lie group, noted Af f (G, ∇ i ). Its Lie algebra is the set of complete affine vector fields that is complete vector field satisfying [X,
If ∇ i is complete (in our case i = 4, 5 ) then the Lie algebra of Af f (G, ∇ i ) is the Lie algebra of affine vector fields af f (G, ∇ i ) and Af f (G, ∇ i ) acts transitively on G.
Let us consider the corresponding affine action to ∇ i describes the previous section. The translation part defines an open set U i ⊂ R 2 . For the complete case U i = R 2 . For the non complete case we have
Let φ be an affine transformation which leaves U i invariant. For i = 1, 2, 6 the matrix of φ has the following form 
The group Af f (G, ∇ i ) is the maximal group included in the semi group generated by the previous matrices.
Then the group Af f (G, ∇ i ) = B 2 × R where B 2 is the subgroup of GL(2, R) constituted of triangular matrices.
4.4 Rigid affine structure on 2-dimensional abelian Lie algebra
Lemma 4.2 Every infinitesimal deformation of an unitary associative algebra in
The proof is based on the study of perturbation of idempotent elements made in [Ma] . Let X be an idempotent in an associative algebra of law µ. The operators l X : Y −→XY and r X : Y −→Y X are simultaneous diagonalizable and the eigenvalues are respectively (1,1,1,...,1,0,...,0) and (1,1,1,...,1,0,...,0). This set of eigenvalues is called bisystem associated to X. If X corresponds to the identity, the bisystem is {(1, ..., 1) (1, ..., 1)} . From [Ma] , if µ ′ is a perturbation of µ, there exists in µ ′ an idempotent element X ′ such that b(X ′ ) = b(X). Consider the perturbation of the identity in µ ′ . As the bisystem correspond to {{1, ..., 1} , {1, ..., 1}} we can conclude that X ′ is the identity of µ ′ . Consequence. The set of unitary associative algebra is open in A c (n). Let us note by θ(µ) the orbit of the law µ in A c (n). From the previous classification, we see that µ i ∈ θ(µ 1 ) for i = 2, 5, 6. Then we have Consequence. Every complete affine structure is not rigid.
Invariant affine structure on T 2
The compact abelian Lie group T 2 is defined by T 2 = R 2 /Z 2 identifying (x, y) with (x + p, y + q), (p, q) ∈ Z 2 .
Proposition 4.4 Only the structures A 4 and A 5 induce affine structures on the tore T 2 .
Proof. It is easy to see that the affine action associated to A 1 , A 2 , A 3 and A 6 are incompatible with the lattice defined by Z 2 . Then only the complete structures give affine structures on T 2 . For A 4 we obtain the following affine transformations (x, y) → x + p, px + y + q + p 2 This structure on T 2 is not euclidean. For A 5 the affine structure on T 2 which is euclidean corresponds to the transformations (x, y) → (x + p, y + q) [K] giving the classification of affine structures on surfaces.
Remark 4.1 In this proposition we find again in the particular case of the torus a classical result of Kuiper
5 Affine structure on 3-dimensional abelian Lie algebra
Classification of 3 dimensional commutative associative algebras
Let us begin by describing the classification of real associative commutative algebras. Let a be a 3-dimensional (not necessary unitary) real associative algebra. If a is simple, then a is, following Wedderburn theorem, isomorphic to
is a matrix algebra on a division algebra on R, that is D = R or C. This gives the following algebras    µ 1 (e 1 , e i ) = e i i = 1, 2, 3 µ 1 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 µ 1 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3 ,    µ 2 (e 1 , e i ) = e i i = 1, 2, 3 µ 2 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 µ 2 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 2 − e 1 If a is not simple, then a = J(a) ⊕ s where s is simple and J(a) is the Jacobson ideal of a. If s = (M 1 (R)) 2 , we obtain µ 3 (e 1 , e i ) = e i i = 1, 2, 3 µ 3 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 If s = M 1 (C) µ 4 (e 1 , e i ) = e i i = 1, 2, 3 µ 4 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 2 where J(a) is not abelian or {µ 5 (e 1 , e i ) = e i i = 1, 2, 3
where J(a) is abelian. Suppose that a is not unitary. As the Levi's decomposition is also true in this case, we have the following possibilities a
This gives the following algebras µ 6 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 µ 6 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 ,    µ 7 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 µ 7 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 µ 7 (e 2 , e 2 ) = −e 1 {µ 8 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 , µ 9 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 µ 9 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 µ 10 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 1 µ 10 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 3
If a is nilpotent it is isomorphic to one of the following algebras µ 11 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 2 µ 11 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 2 , µ 12 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 2 µ 12 (e 3 , e 3 ) = −e 2 {µ 13 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 2 , µ 14 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 2 µ 14 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 3 {µ 15 (e i , e j ) = 0 i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Theorem 5.1 Every 3-dimensional real commutative associative Lie algebra a is isomorphic to one of the algebras a i , i = 1, 2, ..., 15. If a is nilpotent, a is isomorphic to a i , i = 11, ..., 15.
Affine structure on R 3
For each associative algebra of the previous classification we can describe the affine action on R 3 .
Theorem 5.2 There exist 15 invariant affine structures not affinely equivalent
on the 3-dimensional abelian Lie algebra. They are given by :
Only the structure A i , i = 11, .., 15 are complete.
Rigide affine structures
Recall that an affine structure on R 3 is called rigid if the corresponding commutative and associative real algebra is rigid in the algebraic variety A c (3). As the law µ 1 and µ 2 are semi-simple associative algebras, their second cohomological group is trivial. These structures are rigid.
Consider the other laws µ i . We can easely compute the linear space H 2 s (µ, µ) and presented the results in the following boxes :
1 ϕ(e 3 , e 3 ) = e 2 − e 1 µ 4 2 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 ϕ 2 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 3.
µ 5 4 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 ϕ 2 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 3. ; ϕ 3 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 2 ϕ 4 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3.
Non unitary case :
1 ϕ 1 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3 µ 7 1 ϕ 1 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3 µ 8 6 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 ϕ 2 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 3. ; ϕ 3 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 2 ϕ 4 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3. ; ϕ 5 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 2 ϕ 6 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3.
µ 9 3 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 1 ϕ 2 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 2.
; ϕ 3 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3 µ 10 1 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 2 , ϕ 1 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3 .
Nilpotent and complete case :
3 ϕ 1 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 1 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 2. ; ϕ 2 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 3 ϕ 2 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 1.
; ϕ 3 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3 .
µ 12 4 ϕ 1 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 . ϕ 2 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3. ; ϕ 3 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 3 ϕ 3 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 1. ;
   ϕ 4 (e 1 , e 1 ) = e 3 ϕ 4 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 1 ϕ 4 (e 2 , e 3 ) = 2e 2 .
µ 13 7 ϕ 1 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 1 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2. ϕ 2 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 .
; ϕ 3 (e 1 , e 2 ) = e 3. ϕ 4 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 1 ϕ 4 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 2 .
ϕ 5 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 3 . ϕ 6 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 2 . ϕ 7 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3 . µ 14 3        ϕ 1 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 1 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 1 ϕ 1 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 2 ϕ 1 (e 3 , e 3 ) = e 3 .
;    ϕ 2 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 2 ϕ 2 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 2 ϕ 2 (e 2 , e 3 ) = e 3 .
; ϕ 3 (e 1 , e 3 ) = e 3 ϕ 3 (e 2 , e 2 ) = e 3.
µ 15 18
In this box we suppose that ϕ(e i , e j ) = ϕ(e j , e i ) and the non defined ϕ(e s , e t ) are equal to zero. We will note by µ i → µ j when µ i ∈ O(µ j ). We obtain the following diagramm
Theorem 5.3 There exists two rigid affine structure on the 3-dimensional abelian Lie algebra. There are the structures associated to the semi simple associative algebras µ 1 and µ 2 .
Invariant affine structure on T 3
We can see that the affine actions A 1 to A 10 are compatible with the action of Z 3 on R 3 if the exponentials which appear in the analytic expressions of the affine transformations are equal to 1. This gives the identity for A 1 and A 3 . As A 2 is incompatible with the action of Z 3 for every values of the parameters a, b, c, the affine structures corresponding to the unitary cases are given by A 4 and A 5 for a = 0. This corresponds to the following affine structures on the torus For the actions A 6 to A 10 , they induces affine actions on the torus if a = b = 0 for A 6 and a = 0 for A 7 to A 10 . But this appears as particular cases of A 11 , A 13 and A 14 . Let us examinate the complete and nilpotent cases; we find the following affine structure on 
